
 

 

 

The STAR Method to Answering Interview Questions 
 

S – Situation: What was the situation? Describe the overall scene. 

 

T – Task or Target: What were you tasked with and what was required? When? Where? Who? 

 

A – Action: What did you do specifically to accomplish the task? 

 

R – Result: What was the end-result? What changed? What was the outcome? 

 

• The STAR method is a great way to answer any work-related question in a comprehensive manner. 

• Facts are easier to remember if they are embedded into a story. 

• Stories tend not to get interrupted, so they are a great way to get your point across 

• Listeners will remember more of your answers and the messages within when using the STAR method. 

 

Building a STAR Method Story 

 

A good STAR story should be a about a real experience, take approximately two minutes, and be delivered with 

enthusiasm (It does not have to be a work experience if it describes a relevant skill). 

 

Question: Have you ever lead a team before? 

 

Situation: “Yes, a relevant example being at my last company where I was initially a software developer, on a team 

of six developing a new finance module for our core accounting product.” 

 

Task: “The project was critical because launch dates had been set with a lot of sales and marketing investment 

depending on the product’s delivery. The project was already behind schedule when our team leader became ill and 

was forced to leave." 

 

Action: "Drawing upon previous leadership experience from academics, I embraced the challenge and 

responsibility of my first professional leadership opportunity. I volunteered take the lead on the project and, by 

using my technical analysis skills, spotted several mistakes made in the initial coding that were causing sporadic 

errors and slowing down the rollout. To incentivize the team, I negotiated with our Product Director to implement a 

small performance-based bonus structure and meals as a reward for evening work to catch up to the demanding 

schedule of the critical project landmarks." 

 

Result: "Though these changes increased our operating budget 1.5%, the software was delivered on time with a 

better-than-target fault tolerance. The project was a great success because the additional costs were minimal 

compared to the cost of delaying the launch and the potential negative effect on our reputation. The team was 

delighted with the extra bonus and I was officially promoted to Team Leader." 

 

*The example not only answers the leadership question, but also showcases other valuable skills. 

 

*Pro tips: Practice your answers out loud, to ensure continuity and timeliness. 

                 Remember: If you get lost during an interview question, follow your guiding STAR!    

 


